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“Faster , Higher , Stronger”“Faster , Higher , Stronger”“Faster , Higher , Stronger”“Faster , Higher , Stronger” 
  

The Olympic Motto “Faster, Higher, Stronger” resonates well with our philosophy of investing and our current 
positioning.  
 
The Olympic Games symbol designed in 1912, is composed of five interlocking rings, coloured blue, yellow, 
black, green, and red representing the five regions. 
 
We have adapted these century old rings to form the cornerstone of our Investment philosophy and our Client 
Portfolios: 
 
o BondsBondsBondsBonds        BlueBlueBlueBlue    
o GoldGoldGoldGold        YellowYellowYellowYellow 
o PropertyPropertyPropertyProperty        BlackBlackBlackBlack 
o CashCashCashCash        GreenGreenGreenGreen 
o EquitiesEquitiesEquitiesEquities        RedRedRedRed 

     
o BondsBondsBondsBonds 

We have had numerous local bonds put to us in the past months – we do have excellent close associations with 
a few Large Institutions who treat our BMF Group as a large Institutional client for purposes of allocations, and 
as a result we have received well above the norm allocations for our clients. 
 
We are supplementing the Cash returns with small slices of Corporate Bonds – both locally and internationally. 
Whilst well aware of the increased risk, we have performed copious due diligence and accepted only one third 
of the Bonds offered to us and are happy with the resultant outcome for our clients. 
We will continue to add to this sector from current cash holdings, cognisant always of Risk / Reward and of 
maintaining the balance. We avoid sovereign debt. 
 
o GoldGoldGoldGold    

We think gold will be much higher than where it is now. We prefer solid bullion that you can physically access 
rather than Gold shares, but there appears good recovery potential in most large cap gold shares, which have 
lagged behind bullion. We still recommend holding between 5% and 10% in Gold and Gold Shares. A significant 
drop in Gold would signal economic and political stability leading to a massive global recovery and a rebound in 
equities which we would welcome. Above all, Gold has stood the test of time, is a proven store of wealth and 
continues to be a revered and sought-after tangible asset.  
 
o PropertyPropertyPropertyProperty 

We continue to be approached by property groups, both in Australia and overseas. We have rejected most of the 
investment properties brought to us on a Risk/Reward basis. We’ll continue to review the projects put to us and 
have meetings in Sydney and late night calls to London debating the merits of the quality of the property, the 
IRR, location, pricing and our Litmus Test, would we personally invest in it? 

In this climate of declining yields, commercial property is an important asset class that can offer a sizeable 
premium above low cash rates.   
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o CashCashCashCash 

Cash remains a core allocation in our portfolios. We advise to keep nearly 100% of our clients’ cash in Australia 
– the returns, even at a modestly low Term Deposit rate of 4.80%, is nearly 20 times of that which you’d earn in 
Europe or the US! 

We have excellent strong relationships with Executive Management at three of the big Banks. Our Australian 
Bank balance sheets are in much better shape than their overseas counterparts. We are switching small slices 
of cash into well spread, quality diversified corporate bonds and equities. 

      

o EquitiesEquitiesEquitiesEquities 

We do keep going on about valuations found in International Equities compared to Local Equities. 

We still like the pharmaceuticals and IT stocks, and apart from the Platinum International Health Care Fund for 
overseas Health Care Stocks, there’s not much quality available domestically. Our preferred overseas 
Pharmaceutical stocks all trade around a 10x Price/Earnings ratio and have long-term, well covered Dividend 
yields of around 4% (equivalent to 16 years interest in one year in the US and Europe). 

We are buying quality IT stocks. Needless to say we avoided Facebook. We augment the international shares 
with PowersharesQQQ and the UBS USA Growth Fund, both of which have outperformed the markets. 

We emphasise that if you want to buy BHP, buy it on the LSE rather than in Australia – nearly every investor 
owns BHP in some shape or form in Australia compared to the more discerning investor who selectively buys 
BHP outside of Australia (the discount between the two Indices is 12%, Rio Tinto’s discount gap is 19%). 

Resource shares have been hit hard, they are currently for the strong who can stay the course, in these times 
one needs to ‘Close your Eyes & think of… Asia’! 

Locally, we are battling to find good value companies which have solid track records, offer growth and can 
prosper in a strong A$, low productivity environment. 

We currently like the valuations of a couple of Oil / Gas stocks, a few of the financials, a couple of staple 
retailers, only one property stock, and continue to support our shortlist of Managed funds, including our 
preferred Australian equity fund and international funds spanning healthcare, Asia and Emerging Markets. 

We’re fairly agnostic as to the jurisdiction of the company’s domicile preferring instead to focus on their 
geographic revenue streams – Nestle being a classic case in point where almost 70% of its revenue is 
generated ex Europe with large portions earned from Emerging Markets & Asia.  

We look through and past all the Euro hype – is the USD really any better? To quote a prominent Swiss 
Economist who we recently met in Switzerland when asked about the US Dollar versus the Euro, he 
exasperatingly exclaimed “You choose – The Cholera or The Plague!” 

We let our stocks which have diversified global earnings take care of the currencies. 

In conclusion, the In conclusion, the In conclusion, the In conclusion, the companies we have selectedcompanies we have selectedcompanies we have selectedcompanies we have selected    are even stronger, are even stronger, are even stronger, are even stronger, and and and and we expect their valuations to go higher we expect their valuations to go higher we expect their valuations to go higher we expect their valuations to go higher 
over time over time over time over time and their earnings to grow faster.and their earnings to grow faster.and their earnings to grow faster.and their earnings to grow faster.    

Like any solid investment strategy, one should not run it like a sprint, but rather like a marathon. Like any solid investment strategy, one should not run it like a sprint, but rather like a marathon. Like any solid investment strategy, one should not run it like a sprint, but rather like a marathon. Like any solid investment strategy, one should not run it like a sprint, but rather like a marathon.     

We’re here to debate and discuss our views with you. Please contact Jill, Saul or Barry . 

Thanks to our clients for your continued support.

    


